


� Carbon dioxide emissions are increasing world wide

� Global temperatures increase as carbon dioxide 
increases in the Earth’s atmosphere

� Climate science models predict that a number of 
consequences are likely, the greatest of which is less 
predictable weather patterns

� Global fossil energy reserves are diminishing

Everyone is asking – what can we do about it? 



– Provincial goals – BC Climate Action Plan 
– Local Government – Bill 27

– One community-wide GHG reduction target

– Strategies and actions to reduce emissions

– Federal action 
– International - Copenhagen



- Provides comprehensive, strategic and high-level 
policies on land use, transportation, servicing as well 
as social, economic and environmental goals

- Vision of the community

Review has revealed that many of  the policies supported at that 
time are still consistent with best practices low carbon community 
development



� “A City that is unique and different from 
other communities”

� “To become the most livable community in 
the province”



� Inclusive, open and caring community

�Commitment to continued excellence

�A strong downtown

�High levels of aesthetic and architectural design

�Premier regional centre for arts and culture

�Ability to lead growth and provision of services

�Center of commerce for the Comox Valley

�An expanding parks, natural areas and greenway system

�A strategy to lead in environmental protection

�Commitment to serve youth and seniors

�Support for a viable agricultural economy and ensure the 
protection of agricultural lands



So what can the City of Courtenay and 
residents do about climate change? 





�Land uses can be planned to make efficient 
use of serviceable land base; sensitive areas 
can be protected
�Infill development
�Inclusion of GHG emissions criteria in DPAs
�Increased protection of Environmentally Sensitive 

Areas

�Transportation emissions can be 
significantly reduced
�Providing infrastructure for low emission modes

�Cycling Plan



�Energy efficiency of buildings in the 
community can be improved 
�New ‘green’ BC Building Code 

�Lower DCC rates for low impact development

�Green infrastructure can be maintained and 
enhanced
�Comprehensive parks plan

�Improved Tree Bylaw to retain and enhance the 
City’s Urban Forest



� To incorporate triple bottom line accounting into decision making
� To incorporate life cycle cost analysis in decision making
� To adopt a precautionary approach when unsure of risk of a 

decision
� To aim to achieve multiple-objectives in policy decisions
� To strengthen community resiliency to changing resource supplies 

– food, energy, groundwater security – as an adaptation 
measure to future uncertainty around these commodities

� To acknowledge and incorporate relevant adopted policies and 
plans, including those of the Comox Valley Regional District

� To work towards an inter-departmental and inter-jurisdictional  
integrated approach to land use planning and development

� To work with businesses and community-based organizations to 
achieve community-wide goals



� Summarize public comments and incorporate 
into recommendations

� Complete the review of initiatives
� Incorporating policies and action strategy into 

OCP
� Present OCP amendments to Council and public 

hearing

Goal is to have amendments adopted by end of  the year




